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ABSTRACT
A faculty magazine is a gateway for each of the members of the faculty to communicate, display their talent, and update on the current situation and technological innovation. This magazine is however based on pure student initiative. The overall processes took approximately three working months. The processes include seeking support and approval from the Faculty, gathering information, a compilation of materials, proofreading, and publishing of the magazine. The contents of the magazine covered an introduction to the university, the faculty, and the hospitals, talents, important guidelines for medical students and experiences sharing. In the end, the magazine was a successful approach for the editorial board and the responses were overwhelming.

BACKGROUND
MAHSA University is a relatively young university with the 10th year anniversary of the Faculty of Medicine coming up in the year 2018. However, the faculty was lacking of one important component, a magazine to represent the Faculty. With the mutual interest of the editorial team and the deaneries, initiation of the faculty’s Magazine started on 7th March 2017.

METHODOLOGY
- Create a theme for the magazine
- Select ideas to be included
- Call for submission from students
- Gather information and materials
- Compilation
- Publish

RESULT
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To conclude, the faculty magazine was a successful production and led to other student base initiation for the faculty. The momentum created by this magazine resonate with the idea of student-based centred based learning and also strengthen the foundation of the Faculty.

The overall results from the members of the faculty are on positive side. Majority are above satisfactory on the content of the magazine and are looking forward for future issue. However, a small percentage think that there could be improvement on the magazine.
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